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Australia is the only Commonwealth Country not to have signed a treaty with its
First Nations Peoples.
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Chosen by a First Nations political structure, the Yol u Nations Assembly, Yingiya
is running on Treaty in a majority First Nations electorate in Arnhem Land. This is
historic, a huge step forward for Indigenous self-determination and sovereignty –
and for our nation as a whole. We all need Treaty. The path to our future passes
through the past.
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If you wish to donate online, please see: https://www.chuffed.org/project/ymgfortreaty
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Graeme Cordiner 02 9817 0288

Sponsors Australian Independents Movement for political integrity (AIM)
Stop The Intervention Collective Sydney (STICS)
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The "Intervention" and the "Stronger Futures" is a two-part poisonous substance that
is being injected into our knowledge systems by white man politics, their system of
law have dehumanized us and left our senior elders powerless and hopeless. They
are deliberately putting a curse into the major hub communities where you will find
15 or more Yol u living in 3 bedroom houses and the health hazard is far beyond
anyone's imaginations. There is no JUSTICE in this White man LAW. It is ignoring
Yol u LORE [and LAW], and they are not letting us be part of the dialogue, because
they are not letting us think for ourselves.
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Wäwa ga yapa it's time to stand up and call for our freedom. The Australian
Government will not accept our law unless we as Yol u get together and shout
"TREATY NOW". Then our friends and fellow Australians, and the rest of the world
will hear our "cry for freedom" and will join with us in the shout for TREATY. We as
Yol u need to make that decision first, and must do it now. As a spokesperson for
the Yol u Nations Assembly I urge all leaders of other Yol u organizations to stand
with us and call for diplomatic talks with the Australian Government, because that
thing called "CLOSING THE GAP" is getting wider and wider, and what they are
doing is against our will.
Source: https://www.facebook.com/yingiya.guyula
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In this historic anthology, award-winning Australian writers Rosie Scott and Dr. Anita
Heiss have gathered together the work of twenty of Australia’s finest writers … to
bring a new dimension and urgency to an issue that has remained largely outside the
public radar. In compelling fiction, memoir, essays, poetry and communiqués, the
dramatic story of the Intervention and the despair, anguish and anger of the First
Nations People of the Territory comes alive.
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Further info about “The Intervention: an Anthology”:
www.concernedaustralians.com.au and
http://www.respectandlisten.org/nt-intervention/intervention-anthology.html
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